Cables for linking temporary fire alarms on construction sites have long been a source of frustration
and headaches for the site management and installers alike. Installing the cables in the first place
is one thing, but keeping them in place as the work progresses is even more challenging.
So the Howler Freelink radio link system is proving a popular beast.
Whilst externally the new Freelink is almost indistinguishable from

All this may sound technical, but the best news of all is that any

its hard wired cousin, the internal organs have all been modified

monkey could install this kit. You don’t need a laptop or any special

– and most importantly, it has no tail. Up to 30 Howlers can be

gear, nor, indeed any special qualifications. If you can operate your

linked together, all communicating with a Freelink Control Panel,

mobile phone, you could install the Howler Freelink system.

which is the brains of the family. The Panel can tell you exactly
which Howler has been activated; who is running low on battery
power; if anyone has become disconnected; and, of course, it has
a test function to facilitate a quick weekly test procedure. The
Howlers also have the ability to pass the message along the line,
which greatly increases the overall area which can be covered, since
they do not all have to be within range of the Control Panel.

The core strengths of the Howler alarms are carried forward in this
fresh development – tough, reliable and simple to use. After all our
clients have helped design the system, and they know what they
want.
We think you’ll like it.
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